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Dear 21onrtip 	 7/1 1 /72 
Youo oailioo of too 10th come thio o.m. our ovil is ,now later, now roal. -in it arc a coup' C. clips I'll reod later, Jou 	r 	mo of th 10th., eonficlontial memo of 7/5 

conversation Atli 	JorryLoi 7/6 and your 7/6 =Ewer. I've hoard nothino furthor from 
either. Thi is a lairs,: volume, I'd drop ing ovorythino to road it, and if any requires ray 
noose unleso i make it as I road, I may not be able to. So, thorn 	be nom cailfuoion. I 
Imo up late, thru the point; of oroso after the do;egate content Calif., ano Prot up at 
my usual hour, no I'm also tired. 1 had began to read your 10, th n rani: nail the above:, 
and In aletming what you onclosod I Doe you do sake reference to Sylvia boino hookod on 
amphoteminon. So, you can soe why I didn t synd you her 1 .o.;tt:ir to me. I think she can be 
abuoe0. by misuse of tido, and if Jerry dOesn t 	 him or anyone doe. She told. 
no and it both woro-iod 1 and helped ne understand. iiy miiealoost foul:L.10 about her is sorrow. 
t io not hate. 

You do under stond correctly. I did tako that ciao in what I regard. r1,3 your intoreut. 
ubviouoly, there 1 nothin :  else in it. But that is the way it ohould be, so feel no obliomtion. 
It is a rosponnibility and a liability of yours. and affection. 

You sty you have had a LitgAsion to naive. l'houjit you had at the beginning. But bear 
in I-11nd that there si no vital diffioonco either way except in your think:inc.; of yourself. 

oing Ilecht'.3 latest behavior not befitting anyone who calls himself:a man." 
If you do not amplify this, when you have time, would aporeciato separ t ly. if you wont 
confidential, write on it, as you have, and I do prefer rod. alaoier to :mot fact. 

In th. root of this Lo uph, all is normal. You were merely, as you say, 'Ix-Ginning to attire. 1,y  concern wan not with your intellectual equipment but your lack of worldly experience. 
Witb ref to your unauthorized use of my Intorial: thanks for the candor. I'd assunod it, 
dospite 	hi:, h r gard for you and your integrity. That is tht.: chi 4! reason I cildn t want 
to see your no. nit have had to toll you about it. It is b,„.ttep jCdr4  you that you 1Carnod 
this way, on your own. Strisiohter trunk, tree: I am also aware that this is one of the hazards 
of holping. 	ravine to obango because of She lle.io, but there wilL be only a few, and 
now I Loiow I don t have to worry about you. I think you knots I never roaily did. 	your 
age it would have been too exceptional for you not to hove boon tempted as you were. -L knew. 
I was once you age and have loaoini many others. We are all basically alike. .'o ashes on the head. 

Will copy and send Si!' o litter. You may copy, but please return for duplicate filing. 
iloaso also don't worry about the effects of whatovor :31i does or down 't now do. I 

think it tiould not be uncharitable, doopite the difforunce inyour altos, to have at 1. riot 
in the back of your mind some of th o attitude you tuulertand 1 ' vo had about you. she is not 
inherently as abd a person as she has been with almost ovorythino luiveing to do 	me an 
almost frou th. first. Wo can't use Ifecht as a second-lino defense after Lon;; "ohn onyory. 
all tat raminc of possible constructive use of which I can 110';! conceive is my orinal 
plan. 	novr responded and I think there in now loso chance. I mane'i it to you, 	sure. 

34:Une can't always separate the mental and the phynical. I km- too little, but I 
1-1- 1o's the root with her in in the mind, not the body. 

Either way on lolly is OK, i f  chief interest, as I now recall, was fEedback from 1,ary 
who io a woman, soceedingly keen, and knows Sylvia. well. They have sport ear- time together 
than I have ith either. 1.0 Enioat. 	 is ove:'. her hood now. I think it nonlooly they will 
talk unles Elie Dhono, I her. 

Your point about iv trust iind including strangers in it is -ell. take. You ire: not alone. 
ataxy, 141 ens! oven Laary agree:.eo, Gary! T o things: this io the -way I am; end I may not 
see these people again and there is tho question shoulo I try to level as best I can. it has 
not often boon in iy mind, if over, whether or not the rocult woo in my intern t. 

wont you to reaonoider you line about tleoht in the light of what you said earlier 
about your io-rowth and chances that embarrass you as you nature and understand batter: 
"...my spealthig to hie does }St, ucan I approve of ..hat be i.s doing." I require no percussion 
to too further, ano to believe tint you may even hooro doubts about his inner motivation. That 
you do or do not speak to hiu doesn't really troubl.: 	either way. Think of uas it .111;'s 
wordoolio who is oilont i in the face of evil bosons part of it. I don't want you to think of 
it this Way later. Don t lot this Inato:ace you. lhink an! b'. aware. And we are not yet 
certain that evil is itiV4tahlO (I do now think it is in his intentions in the form of 
fuck-evto."-thio-but.-rte self-ser.:Ung), we or I think that it is probable. For Lovelf I also 
sec: no real probable benefit aside from personal considerations. 

I think • ou obould roaline that the use: of some: of pw ..ork is inevitable noc outoide 
veur control. Ai•Omember. I aim *7. 	hi n114 4 nfevnnuari nn,] noruarl 4 vi 	 T.!Tretry 



  

ilovoorsro, you run; know that somo was stolen and when it was duplicate , it was duolicoted 
from what also was stolen. Asido frou this, I'm ow...prised you haven' ; reported that I 
have alreaoy detected, theft or nisuae of more than you have tol- me. L t'o not: if you 
get it for yalroolf. I don't pant to color anyway. 

I'm havina: to rush no I ..:ay male uiotakeo other thou in typinoo Out revoad ponult 
oomph p. 2 ad ask if you aren't really saying that you have to see to it that the hood 
of the ocadony of Paranoia aiencos, a owout formai° patholo,ist, knows forensic path. 

ith Jerry it io as you soy. He,too, has problems, of hia generation and I ouapect a 
brohon oarriage and ambivalent feolincs about his real rather, close enough to annoy and 
prick conscience. I =rod in ciao-Adoring him only =housebroken and a mental Prld  alOtiOnnl 
child. I uontai :.With tine: trying to lop him put hia Bead-togother. Don't worry about the 
problemo ho can take for you. With whom? If he tries it with Sylvia, it nay bo a helpful 
catharsis for her. lie won't roall hurt you unless you waste precious timo ,ith him. Atilt:flat 
yet readino the exchtaloat  as agmoral policy I aoroo, as ny record shows, with leaving; a 
record, ao between ,00ple, on isuues and matikixt for history. You :now oy own files are 
unpurged and now are unpuronblo. 

Perhaps you misunderstood uy coaramat on your fir: t to him. It was that your think was 
so close to identical with nine and indopendant. You hadn't cotton may latter whom you 
wrote him and you acre, I think, more savors than I. If it does not come up, you .uarht 
want to toll him that what Gary used to duplicate my work I also gave Gary inconfidene.e. 
To date no response from him on that letter. I think he will. And not like Jerry. 

Glad you plodded with Boclosialges. It is also the most beautiful writing in the 
King James, if sometimes obocuro, as you learned. There is ouch in the Old. ''estammat. 

JP's 7/6 Opening I have no intention oosponding typical. And 0000ut to himself, too. 
If you write abgain, note that he falls abort as saying that Lifton did cite the d.O. 

and =age him a bit about hi;; owe word, "advertiseTM, an see if he can begin to think. 
un tha rolovanco of the l'inak stuff taut the panel report in his Times stuff, undiluted 

garbage. it was ego-tripoing. What ho hoero avoida in any statmont that ho lams enough 
to know =at he iu into or doing or the subject. 

'allot jazz on Wecht "ones crawling to you" is miserable even for one in his state. 
asking for help is this? 

aunoonociouoly, he forecasts a "disaiber" from Weoht here, but says it would be from 
isaoranco. They why did he apply/ What could his motive boon in JP's eyes? 

hone of Lattiwer's error can be attributed to ignorance of the basic evidence. 
He also misrepresents me on disatter and deliberately. 
Ua tit.: briefing, "Harold won't do it." Now 1 won't,But what I told Cyril is that I'd 

have to wait and exauine the situation when the time came, not no. . 
Plfton graph on "I had hopod it would -OW you to head hie off is like locking the 

barn arta.• thekirse oo gone. And with Lifton it is as with some horses, as you are too 
youag land a city boy) to knoa: they learn has to unlatch doors. 

Before reading you 7/8 to him. I must confess I don t think I have (Nor soon anything 
quite an self-deceptive and deliberately and fully diahofiest, contradictory as this nay soon. 
I think ho may moll have told Lifton about this just to hurt me and in the hope that Lift= 
would uae. But I have published it and believe I have the legal rights to it except in 
it official interpretation. Jerry now has to hurt m_-, to save hiooelf in his own esteem. 

I see you also go into laneko I regret you didn t tell him hero that I gave hecht 
his testimooy wos his incompetency in examinino the panel report required it-and that I sent 
to to him immediately from U.O.- and that I save h.O. all tjuir mac dioal stuff, Imo: , the 
consequences. 

As I think back, his ataitude began to change in the writing of the article on the Tinos 
anti 	chnlio) is roflected in it. 

To Jaw aoatoa oo iaoa, 3 i thin.: you cooled off to much. Ho deserved harsher words. 
1st graph, p,co  .}:I've: Jane into this .,ith him in dotai.3 aheou real doogoo lies. Id 

rather you carry it no further. I think his toi:3ted mind has rejoctoa it aao ,o uay have 
to cope with it, so don't brief anyone any further on this or offsetting ,ay become 
even more it posoibla. 

aothiao to oda, except thin thought: From Johnaoa's description Litton adoht not have 
Odderea. that stuff until prodded by JF. hot° my oioi earlier letter or today rums my arm 
belated realization. I'll comment on :i1 d' separately because you aok confidence and I can 
thou files separately. "est, 

rral 

 

  

  

  

  

  



7/11-3 

After finishing the first two pages I jumped into the pool for a couple of lengths to cool of !physically-over 85) and had the first chance to think. I wrote as I read. before getting to SM's, it now being lunchtime, I tell you that while I was mac charitably inclined to Jerry, coneidering that he is immature and has unrecognized or unacknowledged if recog-nized emotional problems. I have tried to address some of these with him. But he is now self-disclosed as vicious and dishonest in ways not completely explained by these allowances. I now believe he it really beneath contempt. He is, strangely for one professing his political views, littlebetter than a moral and ethical NHB. You will note that he has abandoned his lie about not having seen this stolen stuff here. And it is quit. else that everyone has the right is government files. Be has the right to those he finds and uses, not to those of which he knows nothing. Jerry also knows that this work 	published, respite his lie about it to you. lie has copies and has made copies for oth.re of the first two parts and knows when the third was cooyrighted and skimmed part of it here. Jail hasn't finished the salad. For your understanding and future self-protection, are you coming to see the bankruptcy within what is celled the critical corn unity'? And the causes of some of the galling and lies? Sylvia's, for example, with eo magnificent a work that was dated when it apeeared, not only by having been fairly thoroughly covered earlier by others but because our kmailedge had swept past her. She has done nothing eood since and it hurts her. Who, really, has done any work since the very first book apeeared? Do you need more than a hand to count? And has one of these caused any real problem? Do they not still get along, if, as between 'loch and me, with harsh exchanges freely made and freely accepted? More and more I come to think this is really ..hat drives too many. Jerry seeks only a little self-importance, something he is not satisfied to (jet _here he has earned it, in his professional .:ork, which he apparently dislikes. 

If you do a memo on Cyril, I'd like a second copy to put in my file on him. Be certain to nark if you want tonfidential. Otherwise, those who one here may road, like nary. There will be fewer! Or Dick. 

CONFIDINTIAL 

Sylvia did not tell me that she has been on amphetamines for 20 years.  I don't think she said she suffered withdrawal. Nor do I think this prescription was for physical reasons, not for that long. I'd be interested in knowing how the prescription coincide„ with the and of her marriage, whether for the reason she gave you or the one I seem to recall, not a dependable recollection, to be usre. The remarkable thing is the coincide, receipt of my first letter. No response to second. lion't expect any without change in her. Graph 2: while it is unlike I would have consulted with Cyril, I did not close door entirely and he has yet to inquire about what I regard as hazard. This also indicates that Cyril has soon the stuff. Where afton got the money to fly to lgh is an interesting question, as is the possibility that he remained. lie didn't fly accross the country for nix. I hope you and she carried thin further, esp. how she thinks she is going to help him in any way he can or will accept if he has seen the stuff. Or what good it has her to have doubts now when she could and should have explored earlier. I am not particularly haply to be in the -told-you-so position. I can read this sentences any other way that that Cyril has seen:" She &imp told me that Jerry had told her that Lifton told him he met with Cyril for an hour in Pgh before Wecht got access." Nor can I imagine what good an hour would have done anyone but Lifton, whose ambition has been equalled only by his sickness and lack of any scruple. 
Gary did not tell me he had sent her a carbon. I don't care, but had I know it I'd also have sent her a copy. a have no objection to your volunteering to her that Jerry's source of duplicating  my work was in confidence amid from me more than two years ago. If you desire. Bow can she rationally now admit that"of course the government must have some plsns to

d  oamoge to the whole truth, but that ticinaxs t we had this opeortunity now and we should make the most of it" and I dont mean the internal contradiction alone, how can we "make the most" of a denign to hurt us when we have no power and they have all? I can't imagibe a more complete vindication of my position or a more thorough self-condemnation of her refusal to maga in a dialoague about this. But shat is lacking in even this irra-tionality is any deseri)tion of tthis opjortmaity" except the poseibulity of disaster, or as you certainly know, how little probability there is of substantial advancing of what I've 



gathered and pie:, together. Does this possibly in your present understanding be; .n to give you an idea of what we could have dome so long age if all the others were unselfish, were willing to use some of what they can t take with them, what kind of work Phi could be if instead of all the tinselly futilities on which she wasted tine SM could have edited it, and if Cyril had not only gone over it and my other material with his expertise? Carry this a bit further and ask yourself if we did not have a real opeortenity if to this you dd his acceptance of ray offer of a safe way to btry to break it open, by formal charges, and with this book available 'to back it all up -and in the right context? In coneiderine this, you should also understand that there is no possibility of repayment if the book wore to be what under the beet circumstances it couldn't be a best-seller. net  we ha.c in this is beyond compensation, beyond repayment in cash or recovery in any way. And in a groat over- simplification, can you not now ask yourself where 	the the real selfishness really lies? Why does shoe NOW find "perfectly reasonable" you position that my "material not be mentioned"? I preumse you meant used. Gow is it now reasonable and unreasonable all the time up to now? 
"she has always tried to stop Cyril from Lathing such :statements?! MY God, Howard, that Nebel stuff was not NEW to her?I think you should do some really deep thinking on what this says of her, her judgement, andprobably unrecognized intents, for which I sugeest you have ample context for what can t long be ignored as a possibility of not a probability. How much worse this is if she had to call in on the show and correct 1..dae and has so firmly held to what now can t be better than an absolutely insane position if after each of the apparently unstopable irrationalities and irresponsibilities "she writes him detailed letters afterwards pointing out his mistakes". And she would enter into no dialogue with me when I visioned disaster and she knee this and I didn't? I don't spy on those eeople, so i had no such knowledge. What is in the Epilogue you read dienot became as clear until I reread the file for the writing. Can you try and give me a disappssionatc eeplanatioa of all of this that in your opinion, not mine, can be considered anything from reasonable or rational to responsible or irresponsible, to anything but ulterior motive on her part? You talk about trying to "save him". If what can be use d against him, which must be much worse then I know, is used, prtthee tell we who can try and "save" and how and who can think of the effort without recognizing the seeds of his Lam destruction and that of any shred of integrity? I think you now have to answer this to yourself, quiteeseparately, for if he has seen the stuff, you can't now "brief" him. And this, tou, is what you'll have to live with if not, indeed, sruvive. 
Here you refer to the future, "details to look for", seemingly inconsistent eith the Liftoe/Fgh hour's meeting 0!boebre Wecht got access". 
On response to her changed position after reading ay second letter, aside from its lack of genuineness, she is facteeily quit. incorrect. I can shoe you a rather large effort besides what yoa.iknow of of arrange useeof this material, incleding her (she could see no more than a meg piece in The 14ew York Review, in the Garrison case, by Cyril in court- all with at best a corrupt and inadequate press; with showing to a TV net and two large newspaper syndicates; efforts at LOOK; LIFE, a number of publishers. Not just talk, a reali effort. And there remnins what she must at some time confront, the refusal of those with the means to make it possible for the whole thing to apjear. .1)0 not mention her or Cyril, but include Ned and ask about that whole shabby thing about which she kept her mouth closed on all details, and Arch "Imbrough and Bud Fonsterwald as only a beginning. I think it is time to start blowing on the coals of personal guilt, penyypinchine self- serving and self-deception. It may be the only inner purge possible. When to her knowledge I have two of the three marts away, one to gyril, who used what he could comprehend in court, and the other to Garrison, love coming Iron the mouth of a worn-out whore is more genuine than any allegatianthat I have been "suppressing this info from the public" (your pmphe  On confidentiality thi- is as big a lie as she can utter. There is, first of all, nothing not traditional in my position, and the total refuation is above. Ber record on Epstein and Forman is more than enough, and it is but a beginning. Because she wa uncritical both hurt us. But she DID keep both entirely confidential. What a comparison when she eakes such a complaint. I think you should knoa that from the first, except for the contents of WW, she refused to accept anything from me in confidence that I can remember, including what her own interest required. She preferred ebregious error that would gnaw at a decent, rational mftd.  In no sense ie there any difference between her getting the death certificate from 
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me directly or from me with an intermediary knowing it is from me. I hope you warned Uor 
about context and full comprehension, not yet indicated. It is past time to toll her how 
far out of it she is, most of all by refusing tc think, not by refusing to work. She is 
better equipped than any of the others to do thie thinldnen 

Before she is moved, ;!Your word, to have Wecht hold a press conference and release it, 
aside from the pre-existence of a copyright that is valid and precludes use without my 
permission when everyone involved knows of it, I nos have a chain of possession proving 
a deliberate reconstruction of my work from my materials given and accepted in confidence. 
It as I doubt there was anything genuine in her claim thet she eould have been "torn", 
a claim amply rebutted by confidences from Thornley,Lifton, Epstein, Tink, Forman and it 
seems Wecht to begin With, she had better realize how "torn" she will be if and uhen I can 
get to doing something about this. One oe the more promising opportunities will be if there 
is the potential disaster. 

Next graph unowrthy of combat. But when she gets her fat ass of a soft cheer and 
does a little ballting of her own, with or without sleep, any criticism will come with 
better grace. Again I point to the record, Liebeler's sunsequent total silence and withdrawal 
of his UC project and his book. As far as mopping up the floor is concerned, that,cheaeone 
her a bit too much. 

She in a deliberate liar when she says what is in any event irrelevant, that she 
had a bound copy of Epstein before she saw WW. Read my files. She had WU before Epstein 
finished and reternee it before she ever heard of him. Ask youself why she should lie now. 
Although 11d had then been done for about a year, she then evaluated it as infinitely 
better than her own, so I presume she spent the next year improving her own with what she 
learned for it. There was little to learn from Ep or Lane. have no objections. M teffered 
her everything I had. ity solo objection is to the initial dishonesty and its reproduction 
after she was caught in it in time to change it, and there chieflt as a subconscious 
reflection of what galls her and make her hate, calling it love. And respect. 

It is a deliberate lie to soy she "forgot" to correct this error. It i3 this about 
which she got furious about our Ulf lunch meeting. she then said that so far as she was 
concerned the limited edition had no standing (it was 1965 and the one she read) and 
then reminded her that the general edition was two eonths ahead of his still. This ie delibertc 
effortis to eon you and presevro some internal self-respect. There is no possibility of 
accident hero, none of "forgetting". I eicphaaize this because of what it meene, not what 
it cost me, which is nothing except in her mind. Can you understand what it then tole. me 
about keel 

Howard, reread the g aph in -which tou quote her in some shock as saying "Then eipecter 
knows the whole were!" Forget about my telling her this (and l think she or Vince or both 
leaked it to Tink is late 1966 or early 2967 and that she read it Ea. Forget all that 
should suggest itself to you along those line, and ask yourself several things: first whether 
she does not lust to pin the whole thing on the Kennedys, any and all, and the hell with 
exculation of the guilty; ask first how she can say "this eoee not change things" and 
have any sincerity in it. "Somehow the 15nom4m2kmssed7x public should be informed that 
the Kennedys did not suppress this material." Like Teddy stopped beating his 4fe? She 
and Ned have been in on just the opeosite, together, for a long time. It doesn t, by the 
wet, "tuar"her to keep Ned's work against me/us in confidence, does it, as long as Itt 
is get-Kennedy work, or get-darold. Can you believe this shit? And if you do, can you 
believe or trust any of that cabal. What is next is ever worse:"She said that she genuinely 
was not aware before tonight that this material ass really in the hands of the ‘'otmission." 
First, obviously, if for no other reason, because she refused to discuss it with ma in any 
way. Second, lie. I told her about the excess part long ago, in the Specter context. 

That her thinl4ng hats not changed with 20 cents will get you a cheap hamburger. It 
is too late, except for making it worse and inhibiting any possible counterattack or 
rectification, and she bears heavy personal responsibility on that, not begineina eith but 
including Ned and Cyril and Jerry and Cary and Lifton and ray, many others. 

Whet does reform of the coroner system have to do with Cyril's activities here or 
with the nonexistent risk her runs. Can she be so insenlitive to the not potential but 
reels ones of ours of which she hag known enough for sevens ycard and only adds to? 

How noble it is for everyone to "work together in the interest oe the case" to help 
the interloper/faker/self-seeker Cyril, but how ignoble it would have been for this to have 



been done with us when we were the onle ones really eorkine full—time on this, rally 
going after and getting new things, really ofl'eri.ae them to everyone who would look. 
somehow there is mischief in helping kork, but decently in helping what she no, admits has 
to be part of gaverneent dirty—wrok. I fear I suffer the liabulity of having been formed 
in my ettics and thinking before the says of what I thine you will remember, "The eew 
Lath and The 'Jew eorality". 

If there we this genuine interest in doing somethine, why did 10Q4 of those in a 
position to equit work entirely and b) not help ongoing work in any way and c) do what 
they could to destroy it and its effectiveness? 

Iron this memo of this conversation you have much more thinling to do. Please also 
clarify me on whether or not UYril has actually seen this stuff. 

You ere wise and nature to ask the questioes with which you conclude. They are 
not now for you the inpirtant ones. I don't care what _leer motives, for onoueh are clear. 
I don't care what ohs says she thinks of no or Cyril, for her actions leave nothing but 
their meaning and words have no way of offsetting or cheenAng. You now know morn and eorse. 
I rppeats, it in a matter of indofference personally to me, you do or you uon't. It is 
not a matter of indifference to you. Think of yourself only, of whether anything is now 
possible and honorable, for anyone. At this point, egotistical as it nay seem, I have no 

lc:mixt about your intentions, but au the record, mine seem a to bo the only honorable record. bis does not mean you have been dishonorable. You haven t done anything. I mean compared 
With those who have. Tick them off and ask yourself, on fury and all points. .n retrospect 
I feel much better than at the outset I thought would or could. riot at being hurt, abused, 
insulted behind my back, or having my wife live as she has. But about having seen clearly 
and adhered to a correct and principled position. We can t always look back with as few 
regrets, and this was one of the tougher decisions, one of the harder thinee to se, clearly, 
tounderstand. You know I was all alone. Matter of fact, this is also very bad for ee in 
another way. If inthe future there is disagreement, honest disagreement, between those 
few with whom I will have any intervourse and me, this eeperienco more than perhaps any od 
the earlier ones like it may too easily conovince me to trust my own judgement and not that 
of others who may well in specific canes be correct and I wrong. 	1 

I have already copied and enclosed her letter of 7/4 to me. I can e t melee a better 
copy without the waste of paper I can't afford. If yoe later want rit better one, when 1 
am using the machine and you are here, you can make one if you can t from this. I am going 
to have to ask— and I do no more than ask — that you be responsible with this. You are not 
to use it in any way to hurt her. I have no interest in any defense of me. It is irrevelanjr 
to the problem and the situation. I do not have the reluctance I had earlier because she 
has told you about the pep pills. But I have no reluctance in repeating to you, keep your 
mouth shut about this unless you absolutely have no other choice. It can be misused to 
destroy her, and despite what she has done to me I neither cant it nor want anyone else 
to do anything that might contribute to it. I don't think you do, but in time you may get 
bitter about this, so if you make a copy, attach some cauthion to it. This is impirtant 
to you, Fir. 19, as iti it to her. This is not a new thought with me. You now know better 
and more about need and Cyril. You also know how I leu410 them in the Epilogue, eakine it 
impossible for any but a very few of us to even know about whom I'm talking. ey interest 
was not vengeance but an honest, accurate and complete historical record. klvents may compel 
me to change this and add identifications, but as of now I have no such intention. If I 
do, I'll have to uo more than identify. lie never help ourselves or princple by hurting others. 
6ometiees hurt to others in unavoidable, which in different. But to do it deliberately is 
wrong and hurts those who di it, too. 

I have not reread Sb's 7/4 and don't intend to unless you have questions. 	spent 
more time on thin than it would have taken to complete what I should do on Pk and I've not 
been able to set to it. And I am into other things about which I've not carboned you because 
you have not been into them, anon they take much time ane thought. I may write 'eel( another 
letter. If I do, I'll carbon, and it will not breach confidence, unlese you eould regard 
reference to eifton except not mentioning his name a breachof confidence. It may be necessary. 
I don't want to. Remeibele we are also in a political time, too. 

if you go to the library and have some time, there are these thinge ;,rots cen do for mo. 
E Bollard hunt is in eho'  s 114o for at least 1965. Lesar to,d we there are contradictory bins. 
He promised copies but hasn't delivered. They should be in hand, ne is more inpirtant than 
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has been indicated or disclosed. His listing for the yulir 1965 in supposed to include 
employment at Littaur and IiiLdn:3on, 500 Fifth Ave, NYC. That is at 42nd., nw corner. I 
know. If you can seu the 11YO directory for that year and 1966, please get all the nnues 
listed for that office and if you can go further, see when that office changed names 
and if it continued in the same business and with any of the same people. Also, it aould 
be good to know who th‘ln was in that office, what business, what personnel, etc. If I haven't 
filled you in au this, it will have to wait until you an,: here. Also a list of his_works, 
if no great sweat, and when published and by whom. I don t haw, time to go to the library 
congress on thin and others will only talk about doing 	of .the more interusling 
possibilities is the book about the assassination of a President 6astro of Panama. lie 
also used pen names I can supply. If I get to responding to some accumulated roil before 
I send this, I'll enclose namoo, titles I have. 

If you continue to be troubled, you can now recall without reading how Eccleuiaates 
beging, with vanity, the sun rising and setting with the earth abiding forever, and all 
the rivers running into thy: sea yet not filling it. The way old boys said it like it is. 

Best, 

i • 

to 


